Most recent successes on forecasting the people motion are based on LSTM models and all most recent progress has been achieved by modelling the social interaction among people and the people interaction with the scene. We question the use of the LSTM models and propose the novel use of Transformer Networks for trajectory forecasting. This is a fundamental switch from the sequential stepby-step processing of LSTMs to the only-attention-based memory mechanisms of Transformers. In particular, we consider both the original Transformer Network (TF) and the larger Bidirectional Transformer (BERT), state-of-the-art on all natural language processing tasks. Our proposed Transformers predict the trajectories of the individual people in the scene. These are "simple" model because each person is modelled separately without any complex human-human nor scene interaction terms. In particular, the TF model without bells and whistles yields the best score on the largest and most challenging trajectory forecasting benchmark of TrajNet [41] . Additionally, its extension which predicts multiple plausible future trajectories performs on par with more engineered techniques on the 5 datasets of ETH [33]+UCY [28] . Finally, we show that Transformers may deal with missing observations, as it may be the case with real sensor data.
Introduction
Pedestrian forecasting, the goal of predicting future people motion given their past trajectories, has been steadily growing in attention by the research community. Further to being a crucial compound of trackers, especially for the cases of large motion and/or missing observations, the topic serves early action recognition, surveillance and automotive systems.
Starting from [3] , Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks have been the workhorse for forecasting and progress has been achieved by devising social pooling mechanisms to model the people social interaction [3, 17] . The LSTM is based on sequentially processing sequences and storing hidden states to represent knowledge about the people, e.g. its speed, direction and motion pattern. Most modern approaches have challenged each other on the social interaction of pedestrians, each modelled with a separate LSTM and exchanging information by means of social pooling mechanisms [3, 17] . In fact best performing approaches Fig. 1 . People trajectory forecasting stands for predicting the future motion of people (green ground-truth dots), given an observation interval (blue dots). LSTM (left) sequentially processes the observations before starting to predict, while TF analyses in one shot all available observations. additionally include the semantics of the scene into the LSTMs [27, 43, 25, 42] . However LSTMs have also been target of criticism: their memory mechanism has been criticised [6, 30] and, most recently, also their capability of modelling social interaction [45, 8, 7 ]. An in-depth understanding of such mechanisms has not been supported by the adopted datasets, such as the 5 datasets of ETH [33] and UCY [28] , where performance measures are close to saturation, since leading techniques only report average forecasting errors of ∼20cm across 200m-long pavements.
In this work we side-step social and map mechanisms, and propose to model the trajectories of individual people by Transformer Networks [48] , for the first time. Transformer networks have been proposed for Natural Language Processing to model word sequences. These use attention instead of sequential processing. In other words, these estimate which part of the input sentence to focus on, when needing to translate, answer a question or complete the sentence [12, 10] . Here we consider for trajectory forecasting the original Transformer Network (TF) and the Bidirectional Transformer (BERT) models, on which state-of-theart NLP algorithms are based. Fig. 1 illustrates the fundamental difference between TF and LSTM: LSTM sequentially processes the observations before starting to predict auto-regressively, while TF "looks" at all available observations, weighting them according to an attention mechanism.
We assess the performance of TF and BERT on the TrajNet benchmark [41] , in order to have a clean evaluation (TrajNet uses a unified evaluation system with a dedicated server) against 42 forecasting approaches, on a large selection of datasets. Our TF outperforms all other techniques, also those including social mechanisms. TF compares favorably also on the ETH+UCY datasets, in particular beating all of the approaches that consider the individual trajectories only. Finally we conduct an ablation to highlight the potential of the Transformers, quantitatively and qualitatively. Of particular interest is the ability of TF to still predict from inputs with missing observation data, thanks to its attention mechanism, which the LSTM cannot do.
Related work
Forecasting people trajectories has been studied for over two decades and relevant literature has been surveyed by the work of [7, 32] . For the purpose of this paper, we distinguish two main trends of related work: a first which has focused on progressing sequence modelling and a second which has modelled the interactions between the people and between the people and the scene. Sequence modelling: Trajectory forecasting has experienced a steady progress from hand-crafted energy-based optimization approaches to data-driven ones. Early work on human path prediction have adopted linear [31] or Gaussian regression models [35, 50] , time-series analysis [34] and auto-regressive models [2] , optimizing for hand-crafted energy functions. By contrast later models have been most successful by adoption of LSTM [24] and RNN models, trained with copious amounts of data. Here we argue that Transformer Networks are most suitable to sequence modelling and to forecast trajectories, thanks to their better capability to learn non-linear patterns, especially emerging when large amounts of data is available. Social models and context: Enabled by the flexibility of the LSTM machinery, best performance has been recently achieved by modelling the social interaction [3, 17, 49] among people and the scene context [42, 44, 27] , aided by tracking dynamics [40] and the spatio-temporal relations among neighboring people [20, 46] . Much literature has recently criticised the capability of LSTM to model the human-human interaction [45, 8, 7] , maintaining that this limits the model generalization capability [45] . Our work side-steps social and environmental interactions and focuses on the prediction of the motion of each person individually. Somehow surprisingly, our "simple" approach achieves best performance on the most challenging benchmark of TrajNet.
In this work, we leverage findings and state-of-the-art techniques developed within the NLP field to model word sequences. In particular, we consider here for trajectory forecasting the original Transformer Networks [48] , first to model sequences merely by attention mechanisms. Aside TF, we consider the Bidirectional Transformers BERT [12] , which forms the basis for the current performer on most NLP tasks [29] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work adopting NLP technique for trajectory forecasting. We experiment on TF and BERT in Sec. 4 and describe the models in more details in the next section.
The Transformer Model
We propose a multi-agent framework where each person is modelled by an instance of our transformer network. Each Transformer Network predicts the future motion of the person as a result of its previous motion.
We describe in this section the model input and output (Sec leverages the current-frame information and its hidden state. By contrast, TF leverages the encoder representation of the observed input positions and the previously predicted outputs. In purple and grey are the self-attention and encoder-decoder attention modules, that allow TF to learn on which past position it needs to focus to predict a correct trajectory.
Model input and output
For each person, the transformer network outputs the predicted future positions by processing their current and prior positions (observations or motion history). We detail here each of the input and output information and parallel those with the established LSTM, with reference to Fig. 2 .
Observed and predicted trajectories In formal terms, for person i, we are provided a set T obs = {x
t=−(T obs −1) of T obs observed current and prior positions in Cartesian coordinates x ∈ R 2 , and we are required to predict a set T pred = {x (i) t } T pred t=1 of T pred predicted positions. In order to let the transformer deal with the input, this is embedded onto a higher D-dimensional space by means of a linear projection function φ with a matrix of weights W x , followed by a ReLU activation function: e (i,t)
In the same way, the output of our transformer model for person i at time t is the D-dimensional vector e (i,t) pred , which is back-projected to the Cartesian person coordinates x (i) t . LSTM and TF share this aspect.
Positional encoding The transformer does not contain any recurrence -as it the case for LSTM -nor convolution but it encodes time for each past and future time instant t with a "positional encoding". In other words, with the positional encoding, each input embedding e (i,t) obs is time-stamped with its time t. And a same encoding is used to prompt the model to predict into future instants, as we detail in the next section.
More formally, the input embedding e (i,t) obs is time-stamped at time t by adding a positional encoding vector p t , of the same dimensionality D:
We follow the formulation of [48] and use sine/cosine functions to define p t :
where p t,d = sin t 10000 d/D for d even cos
In other words, each dimension of the positional encoding varies in time according to a sinusoid of different frequency, from 2π to 10000 · 2π, ensuring a unique time stamp for sequences of up to 10000 elements. The time stamps extend to unseen lengths of sequences and allow the model to process input by relative positions, i.e. for a given offset t o the encoding vector p t+to may be represented as a linear function of p t . In this aspect, TF differs greatly from LSTM, cf. Fig. 2 . LSTM processes the input sequentially and the order of input positions determine the flow of time. It does not therefore need a positional encoding. However, LSTM needs to "unroll" at training time, i.e. back-propagate the signal sequentially across the LSTM blocks processing the observations. By contrast, TF may learn from all time instants in parallel, which results in more efficient and scalable training.
Notably, thanks to the positional encoding which time-stamps the input, TF may deal with missing observations. Missing data is just neglected, but the model is aware of the relative time-stamps of the presented observations. In Sec. 4, we experiment on this unique feature, important when dealing with real sensor data.
Regression Vs. classification Regression Vs. classification is a recurrent question in trajectory forecasting. Regression techniques, predicting the (x,y) coordinates directly, generally outperform classification-based approaches, where the inputs are quantized into classes and the input data represented as one-hot-vectors. We test both approaches and confirm the better performance of regression. However, a classification approach, which we dub TF q , provides a probabilistic output across the quantized motions. We leverage therefore TF q to sample multiple future predictions, which we assess both quantitatively and qualitative in Sec. 4.
TF q outputs softmax'ed probabilities which differ from the LSTM Gaussian probabilistic output. TF q outputs are in fact multi-modal, as being generated directly by a DNN, while LSTM only predicts means and variances of Gaussians, forcing the predictions to a single mode. We illustrate this in Sec. 4.
Encoder-decoder Transformer (TF)
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , TF is a modular architecture, where both the encoder and the decoder are composed of 6 layers, each containing three building blocks:
i. an attention module, ii. a feed-forward fully-connected module, and iii. two residual connections after each of the previous blocks.
The capability of the network to capture sequence non-linearities lies mainly in the attention modules. Within each attention module, an entry of a sequence, named "query", is compared to all other sequence entries, named "keys" by a scaled dot product, scaled by the equal query and key d k embedding dimensionality. The output is then used to weight the same sequence entries, named now "values". In practice, each sequence entry is considered as query, and all entries are gathered into matrices of queries Q, keys K and values V, to yield attention according to equation:
The goal of the encoding stage is to create a representation for the observation sequence, which makes the model memory. To this goal, after the encoding of the T obs input embeddings ξ (i,t) s , the network outputs two vectors of keys K enc and values V enc which would be passed on to the decoder stage.
The decoder predicts auto-regressively the future track positions. At each new prediction step, a new decoder query Q dec is compared against the encoder keys K enc and values V enc according to Eq. (5) (encoder-decoder attention) and against the previous decoder prediction (self-attention), to yield the next-step prediction.
Note the important difference w.r.t. LSTM: TF maintains the encoding output (memory) separate from the decoded sequence, while LSTM accumulates both into its hidden state, steering what to memorize or forget at each time. We believe this may contribute to explain how TF outperforms LSTM in long-term horizon predictions, cf. Sec. 4.
BERT
We consider for trajectory forecasting a second Transformer model, BERT [12] . Differently from TF, BERT is only composed of an encoder and it trains and infers thanks to a masking mechanism. In other words, the model hides (masks) from the self-attention the output positions which it targets for prediction as the TF decoder also does. During training the model learns to predict masked positions. At inference, the model output predictions for the masked outputs.
BERT is the de-facto reference model for state-of-the-art NLP methods, but larger than TF (∼2.2 times larger). As we would illustrate in Sec. 4, training BERT on the current largest trajectory forecasting benchmarks does not keep up to the expectations. We draw inspiration from transfer learning and test therefore also how a BERT pre-trained on an NLP task performs on the target task. In particular, we take the lower-cased English text using Whole-Word-Masking; we substitute for the word embedding from dictionary keys with similar linear modules encoding (x,y) positions; and then we similarly convert also the output into (x,y) positions.
Implementation details
Our TF implementations adopts the parameters of the original Transformer Networks [48] , namely d model = 512, 6 layers and 8 attention heads. We adopt an L2-loss between the predicted and annotated pedestrian positions and train the network via backpropagation with the Adam optimizer, linear warm-up phase for the first 5 epoch and a decaying learning rate afterward; dropout value of 0.1. The normalization of the network input influences its performance, as also maintained in [51, 16] . So we normalize the people speeds by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the train set. For the TF q , we quantize the people motion by clustering speeds into 1000 joint (x,y) bins, then encode the position by 1000-way one-hot vectors. In order to get a good cluster granularity, we augment the training data by random scaling uniformly with scale s ∈ [0.5, 2]. The lower-cased English text pre-trained BERT from which we fine-tune was trained extensively on the Wikipedia + BookCorpus for ∼1M steps
Experimental Evaluation
We show the capabilities of the proposed Transformer networks for trajectory forecasting on two recent and large datasets: the TrajNet Challenge [41] dataset and the ETH+UCY dataset [33, 28] . Additionally, we perform an ablation study to quantify the model robustness, also in comparison with the widely-adopted LSTM. This includes varying the observation horizon and testing the model on missing data, the latter occurring when some observation samples are missing due to frame-rate drops or excessive uncertainty in the tracking data.
The Trajnet Challenge
The TrajNet Dataset: At the moment of writing, the TrajNet Challenge 4 [41] does represent the largest multi-scenario forecasting benchmark [39] ; the challenge requests to predict 3161 human trajectories, observing for each trajectory 8 consecutive ground-truth values (3.2 seconds) i.e., t − 7, t − 6, . . . , t, in world plane coordinates (the so-called world plane Human-Human protocol) and forecasting the following 12 (4.8 seconds), i.e., t + 1, . . . , t + 12. The 8-12-value protocol is consistent with the most trajectory forecasting approaches, usually focused on the 5-dataset ETH-univ + ETH-hotel [33] + UCY-zara01 + UCY-zara02 + UCY-univ [28] . Trajnet extends substantially the 5-dataset scenario by diversifying the training data, thus stressing the flexibility and generalization one approach has to exhibit when it comes to unseen scenery/situations. In fact, TrajNet is a superset of diverse datasets that requires to train on four families of trajectories, namely 1) BIWI Hotel [33] (orthogonal bird's eye flight view, moving people), 2) Crowds UCY [28] (3 datasets, tilted bird's eye view, camera mounted on building or utility poles, moving people), 3) MOT PETS [13] (multisensor, different human activities) and 4) Stanford Drone Dataset [37] (8 scenes, high orthogonal bird's eye flight view, different agents as people, cars etc.), for a total of 11448 trajectories. Testing is requested on diverse partitions of BIWI Hotel, Crowds UCY, Stanford Drone Dataset, and is evaluated by a specific server (ground-truth testing data is unavailable for applicants). As a proof of its toughness, it is worth noting that many recent studies restrict on subsets of TrajNet [11, 19, 36] , adopting their train/test splits [22] . We instead consider the whole TrajNet dataset for our experiments. TrajNet allows to consider concurrent trajectories, so that it is compliant with "social" approaches, that can apply. Conversely, it does not allow use raw images, so that approaches which infer on maps as [42, 25, 44] cannot apply.
Metrics:
In agreement with most literature on people trajectory forecasting, the TrajNet performance is measured in terms of: Mean Average Displacement (MAD, equivalently Average Displacement Error ADE [25] ), measuring the general fit of the prediction w.r.t. the ground truth, averaging the discrepancy at each time step; Final Average Displacement (FAD, equivalently Final Displacement Error FDE [25] ), to check how near to the ground-truth the prediction will be at the last step. The product of MAD and FAD (averaged over the 3161 trajectories) gives a final score which induces a ranking of the approaches. Table 1 the complete list of 22 referred comparative approaches, for a total of 39 approaches at the moment of writing; we omit the 17 unreferred results, which nonetheless had lower performance than the previous top-scoring approach REDv3 [7] . In the table, "Rank" indicates the absolute ranking over all the approaches, including the unreferred ones; "Year" the year of publication of the method; "Context" indicates whether the additional social context (the trajectories of the other co-occurring people) is taken into account ("s") or not ("/").
Results on TrajNet: We report in
The scores in blue italic refer to the methods proposed in this work (TF, TF q , BERT, BERT NLP pretrained). Surprisingly, the TF model is the new best, with an advantage in terms of both MAD and FAD w.r.t. the second REDv3 [7] and reducing the total error across the 3161 test tracks by ∼145 meters.
It is of interest that the top four approaches (including ours) are individual ones, so no social context is taken into account. These results undoubtedly suggest that in ∼3 seconds of individual observation of an individual, much information about his future can be extracted, and TF is the most successful in doing it. In fact, social approaches appear at lower ranks: the first among them is the SR-LSTM [51] , then the highly-cited Social Forces [23] (rank 9 and 27), the MX-LSTM [21] and Social GAN [18] . The quantized TF q ranks 16th, very probably due to quantization errors. For the trajnet challenge the TF q was used in its deterministic mode, i.e. the class with highest confidence was selected for the 12 predictions. This is done so because TrajNet is not set up to evaluate best-of-N metric and only a single prediction can be evaluated by the server.
BERT trained from scratch on trajectories ranks 25th; its NLP-pretrained version, fine-tuned on TrajNet, follows immediately. The BERT performance may indicate that the model does require a way larger amount of training data, which at the present moment is absolutely not comparable to the size of an NLP dataset. For this reason, in the rest of the experiments we will concentrate on the TF, more promising at the present moment.
The ETH+UCY Benchmark
Prior to TrajNet, most literature have benchmarked forecasting performance on a set of 5 datasets, namely the ETH-univ and ETH-hotel [33] video sequences and the UCY-zara01, UCY-zara02 and UCY-univ [28] videos. Datasets and metrics: The ETH+UCY datasets consist overall of 5 videos taken from 4 different scenes (Zara1 and Zara2 are taken from the same camera but at a different time). Following the evaluation protocol of [3] we sample from the data each 0.4 seconds to get the trajectories. We observe each pedestrian for 3.2 seconds (8 frames) and get ground-truth data for the next 4.8 seconds (12 frames) to evaluate the predictions. The pedestrian positions are converted to world coordinates in meters from the original pixel locations using homography matrices released by the authors. The evaluation is done with a LOO approach training for 4 dataset and testing on the remaining one. Recent works brought up some issues with the ETH+UCY dataset, [45] showed that Hotel contains trajectory that go in a different direction than most of the ones in the other 4 dataset, so learning an environmental prior can be difficult without data augmentation like rotation; [51] bring up the issue that ETH is an accelerated video and so by using a sampling rate of 0.4 seconds the trajectory behave in a different way than the ones in the other 4 datasets, they showed how by reducing the sampling rate they were able to improve their results. We do not take any measure to fix these issues, in order to have a fair comparison against all the other methods that use these dataset using the standard protocol, but during our internal testing we noticed similar improvement when using their sampling rate for ETH. Performance is evaluated using MAD and FAD, in meters.
Results:
In Table 2 , we compare on the ETH+UCY against the most recent and best performing approaches: S-GAN [17] , Social-BIGAT [27] and Trajec-tron++ [44] . Additionally we include the "individual" version of S-GAN [18] , which does not leverage the social information. Note in the Table the trend to include and model as much information as possible. The three leading techniques of S-GAN and Trajectron are in fact "social", and the best performing ones, Social-BIGAT and Trajectron++, additionally ingest the semantic map of the environment ("+map"). Additionally, note that best results are obtained by sampling 20 multiple plausible futures and selecting the best one according to best test performance. We dub this here the best-of-20 protocol, which any technique in Table 2 adopts. The rightmost column in Table 2 shows our proposed TF q model, the only which allow to sample distributions of trajectories. TF q achieves the second best performance, only 0.10 behind in terms of MAD and 0.10 in terms of FAD.
Consistently with the TrajNet challenge, an individual forecasting TF q technique yields a performance surprisingly ahead or comparable with the best social techniques, even if enclosing additional map information. And trend is also reflected by S-GAN [18] , slightly under-performing its individual counterpart.
Note that the best-of-20 protocol is a sort of upper-bound reachable by sampling-based approaches; therefore, we analyze the behavior of our Transformerbased predictors TF in the single-trajectory deterministic regime as in [44] , where each method gives a single prediction. Results are reported in Table 3 .
The message is clear: when it comes to individual approaches, the transformer predictor is better than any individual LSTM-based approach. Notably, TF is better than the Social-LSTM [18] , and it outperforms the Social Attention [27] in terms of FAD too, by a large margin. Notably, the only case in which LSTM compares favorably with TF is on Zara1, which is the less structured of the datasets of the benchmark, mostly containing straight lines. Table 2 . Comparison against SoA models following the best-of-20 protocol. The entirety of SoA approaches is rooted on LSTM, and leverages additional information (social, segmented maps). The mere quantized Transformer TFq is superior to all the social approaches, second only to Trajectron++ which has access also to maps. Actually, only S-GAN-ind [18] and TFq have the same input and are directly comparable; all of the other performances are reported as reference, written in cursive.
LSTM-based TF-based
Individual Social Soc.+ map Ind. 
S-GAN-ind S-GAN Soc-BIGAT Trajectron++

Ablation study and qualitative results
Here we conduct an ablation study on the proposed TF model for forecasting, compare it with the LSTM, and finally illustrate qualitative results.
Changing the Prediction Lengths As a first study case, we compare the stability of the TF and LSTM models when predicting longer temporal horizons. Unfortunately, TrajNet does not allow to set the prediction horizon. We set therefore to pursue a test-time experiment of models trained on the large and complex TrajNet on longer video dataset. We collect these from the 5 datasets of ETH+UCY, by selecting those datasets which are not part of the TrajNet training set, namely ETH and Zara01. In Table 4 .3, we vary the observation sequence, from 12 frames (4.8s) to 32 frames (12.8) at a step of 1.8s. Both TF and LSTM have been trained one-dataset-out with training sequences of 8 samples and 12 for the prediction.
On Table 4 are reported the average MAD and FAD values over the ETHuniv and UCY-zara1. Obviously, performances are generally decreasing. TF has a consistent advantage at every horizon Vs. LSTM and the decrease with the horizon of LSTM is approximately 25% worse, as LSTM degrades from 0.78 to 4.13 MAD, while TF degrades from 0.71 to 2.98 MAD.
Missing and noisy data To the best of our knowledge, the problem of having missing coordinates in coordinate-based long-term forecasting 6 has been never Table 3 . Comparison against SoA models following the single trajectory deterministic protocol (numbers of other approaches are taken from [44] ). Regular font indicates approaches which are comparable with our Transformer-based predictors, since they use a single individual observed trajectory as input. The other approaches have performance in italic, and are displayed as a reference. taken into account. On the contrary, the problem of missing data is common in short term-forecasting (i.e. tracking [5] ), or forecasting of heterogeneous data [4, 9, 38, 14, 15] , where in general is treated by designing ad-hoc extensions for filling properly the missing entries (the so called hindsighting [4] ). Compared to these techniques, our transformer architecture represents a novel view, since it does not need to fill missing data; instead, it exploits the remaining samples knowing when they have been observed thanks to the positional encoding. For example, supposing the t − kth sample being missed in the observation sequence, the transformer will use the remaining t − 7, . . . , t − k − 1, t − k + 1, . . . , t, with 1 ≤ k ≤ 8 to perform the prediction of t + 1, . . . , t + 12. This structural ability is absent in LSTM and RNN in general (they cannot work with missing data), and in this sense the Transformer is superior. If replacements of missing values can be , we continue this analysis focusing on our proposed model on the same TrajNet dataset. The idea is to systematically drop one element at observation time, at a fixed position, from the most recent (time t, indicated also as the current frame, after that it starts the prediction) to the furthest (t − 7). Results are reported in Tab. 5.
The results show that, in a complex scenario such as TrajNet, dropping input frames impact the prediction performance, matching the intuition: the more dropped frames, the larger the performance decrease. Interestingly, the current frame plays a key importance, as it is the most recent observed input, from which future predictions start. In fact, dropping the current frame together with the most recent 6 nearly doubles the error, i.e. degrades performance by 91%, from 0.356 to 0.669 MAD. By contrast dropping 6 observed frames but keeping the current one only degrades the performance by 16% (from 0.356 to 0.406 MAD), although the TF may now only leverage 2 observations (farther and closest in time).
Qualitative results Qualitative results can further motivate the numerical results presented so far. In Fig. 3 , we report two predictions assessed on TrajNet, built by using the official visualizer of the benchmark 7 . In particular, we artificially superpose the predicted trajectories of LSTM and TF to highlight their different behavior. In Fig. 3 a) , the subject is going south, with a minimal acceleration (not immediately visible by the figure, but numerically present); LSTM takes this gentle acceleration, predicting a uniform acceleration toward south. TF captures better the dynamics, despite at the very end the final direction is not correct.
In Fig. 3 b) a similar behavior caused LSTM to predict a faster straight trajectory, while TF followed in this case the bending of the GT more precisely.
In general, we observed that LSTM generates trajectories way more regular than those predicted by TF, and this is certainly motivated by its unrolling, opposed to the encoder+decoder architecture of TF. This is also the reason why LSTM is so effective on Zara1, consisting essentially in straight trajectories, and so scarce on Hotel (and in general on TrajNet) if compared to TF.
To further motivate this, in Fig. 3 c) and d), we show 100 sampled trajectories by TF q on Zara1, for two different cases. Fig. 3 c) presents essentially a monomodal distribution, with the samples concentrated around the GT, enriched by few articulated trajectories, that have low probability (they are few), but are still plausible. Fig. 3 d) shows that TF has learnt a multimodal distribution, which has at least three modes, one turning north, the other going diagonal, the third (with larger number of trajectories) going east. 
Conclusions
We have proposed to Transformers Networks based on attention mechanisms to predict people future trajectories. The Transformers, state-of-the-art on all NLP tasks, also perform best on trajectory forecasting. We believe that this questions the widespread use of LSTMs for modelling people motion and that this questions the current formulation of complex social and environmental interactions, which our model does not need for best performance. Further to best performance on people forecasting datasets, the proposed Transfomers have shown better long-term prediction behavior, the capability to predict sensible multiple future trajectories and the unique feature of coping with missing input observations, as it may happen when dealing with real sensor data. Equipped with the better temporal models, we envisage potential to address even larger datasets of long-term sequences, where the importance of social terms may play more crucial roles.
